
LADERA VERDE SAUVIGNON BLANC            £4.95
Valle Central 2020 - 187ml 
A typically fresh, lively Sauvignon with light gooseberry aromas and 
flavours. Less intense than a New Zealand Sauvignon, it is still fruity 
with zippy acidity - Dry & Crisp | 12.0% | Chile

BAGORDI BLANCO COSECHO         £11.95 
Rioja 2020 (Organic) - 375ml  
Cool fermentation techniques and the use of Sauvignon Blanc have given 
this wine a lovely, clean, fresh character with ripe citrus notes with floral 
accents - Dry & Crisp | 12.5% | Spain

MÂCON-CHARDONNAY          £14.95
Mallory & Benjamin Talmard 2020 - 375ml
Growing grapes and wheat in a pretty area of mixed farming, the Talmard 
family makes a superb value Mâcon that has rich, citrus fruit flavours and 
creamy texture - Dry & Full | 13.0% | France

LADERA VERDE MERLOT             £4.95
Valle Central 2020 - 187ml 
Bursting with cherry and ripe, red berry fruits intertwined with pepper 
and a touch of coffee bean. Elegant and medium- bodied, this is an easy 
and pleasing all-rounder - Medium Bodied | 13.5% | Chile

TANNERS DUORO RED           £11.95
2018 - 375ml 
Lovely juicy black fruit character with herbs and peppery hints on the 
palate. Plenty of depth, complete and easy. A fine example of what the 
Douro can do - Medium Bodied | 13.5% | Portugal

CHÂTEAU ARGADENS           £14.95
Bordeaux Supérieur 2018 - 375ml  
Purchased in 2002 by Sichels, this property is situated in the Entre-deux-
Mers. The excellent terroir produces robust and soft fruited wines with 
concentration and balance - Medium Bodied | 14.0% | France

IL COLLE PROSECCO              £8.95
Spumante Extra Dry - 200ml           
Plenty of soft peach and apricot fruit on the nose and palate, a good 
mousse and plenty of character on the finish
Dry and fruity | 11.0% | Italy

LE CONTESSE PINOT ROSÉ 
Cuvée Brut, Spumante - 200ml            £8.95
A gentle strawberry scented rose from Italy. Fresh and characterful with 
a hint of sweetness and a well balanced finish - Off-dry | 11.0% | Italy
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